Rules to follow for
certification
1. Always ride or drive safe.
●
●
●

Bugteeth M
 otorcycle Certifications are for Two Wheels only
Tripod Certifications are for anything with 3 wheels only (Trikes, Sidecar Motorcycles,
Can-Ams, Slingshots, Raptors, etc…)
Cage Certifications are for ANYTHING with 4 Wheels or More. (Cars, Trucks, Semis etc…) If
you are enclosed with four wheels or more touching the road, you are Driving a cage.

2. Have a witness who is not riding with you sign a witness form at the beginning of the
certification.Make sure to get a phone number so we can voice verify.
3. Have a witness who is not riding with you sign a witness form at the end point of your
certification. Make sure the witness provides a phone number so we can voice verify.
4. Save receipts, make sure they are time-stamped, you will need to photocopy them and send the
copies in for documentation.
5. Take a photo of you and bike, tripod or cage at start, take a photo of odometer.
6.Take a photo of you and bike, tripod or cage at end of certification ride. Take a photo of odometer.
7. Draw a map listing fuel stops, change of direction, etc. You may also include GPS tracker
information like Spot instead. It makes it easier to verify.
8. If you have GPS tracking like Spot, provide it. Every little thing helps in the verification process.
9. Many people bring fuel cans, so as long as fuel amount adds up via receipts and average fuel
mileage consumption, you are not required to stop and get a receipt every x amount of miles. Only at
the start, every time you pay for fuel, and at where you are considering completion.
10. Always plan on riding extra miles if going by odometer. They aren't always correct and on a long
distance run it can be the difference of certification and a participation award.

11. Once you have paid for certification, if something goes wrong and you don’t certify then you can
retry for free as often as you need to.
12. No refunds if you fail to certify, but you may retry as often as you like at no extra charge, or you
may request a participation award instead.
14. You ride at your own risk and B
 ugteeth holds no responsibility if anything bad should happen to
you or anyone else while trying to complete any ride certification. Remember that safety is always
the most important thing each and every day.
15. Have fun, take pictures, stretch when you need to, stay hydrated, using earplugs on long rides
can reduce fatigue over course of trip.
16. Email all documentation to d
 ocuments@bugteeth.com if transmitting electronically.
17. If you prefer the snail mail way of doing things, mail to:
Bugteeth
9648 US Highway 301 S
Riverview, FL 33578

18. Accept our thank you for choosing us to document your journey.

